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TS92 Cam Action Power Adjustable EN1-4 Door Closer
TS92 is available as a B or G unit enabling fitting to the door leaf or the frame on the push or pull side.

Suitable for door widths up to 1100mm

Suitable for door or frame mounting push or pull side

Door Closer, when fitted at EN3 (minimum for a fire
door under BS EN1154) will exert an opening force of 
30N or less on doors 733mm and above.

Concealed Fixings  

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in
timber or composite frames for up to 120 minutes

Residents within housing can range from the old to 
the young and include those with varied physical 
capabilities. With this in mind, it is imperative that 
any fire doors are easy to use and do not negatively 
impinge the access of residents.

Approved Document M and BS8300 set out 
maximum opening forces permitted for doorsets, 
these regulations state that
“a door set must produce an opening force of 
below 30N between 0° and 30° degrees and below 
22.5N between 30° and 60° degrees.”
Meeting this criteria is essential when considering 
the access of residents.

An adjustable powered closer enables the device 
to have its closing force adjusted to the exact 
requirements of the door to which it is fitted 
therefore keeping the opening force required to a 
minimum. With high efficiency cam action closers 
higher closing forces can be achieved ensuring full 
and correct closure of the door whilst still achieving 
the desired opening forces  detailed within BS8300 
and Approved Document  M.

Whether surface mounted or concealed within the 
door leaf, cam action slide arm door closers are not 
only more aesthetically pleasing compared to the 
traditional scissor arm closers, but they are less 
intrusive.

Traditional scissor arm closers are more likely to be 
the subject of vandalism due to their projecting 
arms. Furthermore, it is possible that the arms of 
these closers can be locked together, effectively 
locking the door and preventing its’ use and 
possibly preventing escape especially when fitted 
externally for building owners to check their 
presence.

Specifying products with concealed fixings removes 
the temptation to remove the door closer, exposed 
fixings serve as an invitation to anyone without any 
knowledge or experience to remove such a door 
closer from a fire door.
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
826 850 875 900 926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 733mm

New 
improved

performance

Product TS92 Size EN1-4
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TS97 Cam Action Power Adjustable EN2-4 Door Closer
TS97 is a very compact and aesthetically pleasing unit, its’ low body projection of just 38mm and just 20mm on the
channel make it ideal for use where there is limited space behind the door (opening on to an adjacent wall).

ITS96 Cam Action Concealed Power Adjustable
EN2-4 Door Closer
Fitted within the top of the door leaf the ITS96 is the ideal solution for where a concealed door closer is the preferred option.

Suitable for door widths up to 1100mm

Suitable for door or frame mounting pull side

Door Closer, when fitted at EN3 (minimum for a fire door under BS EN1154)
will exert an opening force of 30N or less on doors 783mm and above

Concealed Fixings  

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in
timber or composite frames for up to 120 minutes

Suitable for door widths up to 1100mm

Totally concealed within the door
 
Door Closer when fitted at EN3 (minimum for
a fire door under BS EN1154) will exert an opening 
force of 30N or Less on doors 733mm and above 

Certifire Certificated CF140 for timber doors
in timber frames for up to 60 minutes
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CAM ACTION DOOR CLOSERS

Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 767mm

New 
improved

performance

Product TS93                Size EN2-5
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 783mm

Product TS97                Size EN2-4
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 733mm

New 
improved

performance

Product TS92                Size EN2-4

KEY
Opening force
Closing force
Compliance with opening 
force requirements
Non-compliant
Complies at this size
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 733mm

New 
improved

performance

Product ITS96               Size EN2-4

Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 867mm

Product ITS96               Size EN3-6
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RACK & PINION DOOR CLOSERS

Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 833mm

New 
improved

performance

Product TS83                Size EN2-5
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 792mm

Product TS73V              Size EN2-4
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 833mm

New 
improved

performance

Product TS72V/TS72VBC  Size EN2-4
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 800mm

New 
improved

performance

Product RTS87              Size EN1-4
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TS97FL Free Swing Cam Action Power Adjustable
EN3-6 Door Closer
TS97FL is a very compact and aesthetically pleasing unit, its’ low body projection of just 47mm and just 32mm on
the channel make it ideal for use where there is limited space behind the door (opening on to an adjacent wall).

Suitable for door widths up to 1400mm

Suitable for door or frame mounting pull side

Progressive free swing (on initial opening door
becomes free swinging from whatever angle it is
opened, user does not have to open the door to a
specific angle to engage free swing)

Highly efficient cam action mechanism and
adjustable power ensure ease of use when unit
has been deactivated by alarm or power failure

Concealed Fixings  

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in 
timber or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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Free Swing Door Closers
Despite low and compliant opening forces provided by highly efficient cam action closers
situations will arise where the user still faces difficulty in operating doors. In such scenarios
free swing door closers provide an excellent solution.

Free swing enables the door to be operated without any resistance felt by the user and can
be left in any position. Should the fire alarm be activated or if there is a power failure then
the free swing closer will close the door from whatever position if has been left in.

Whilst the alarm is active or the power cut the free swing unit will operate like a normal door
closer ensuring the door closes immediately if opened. Once the alarm is reset or the power
restored the closer will revert to free swing again.
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ITS96FL Free Swing Cam Action Concealed
Power Adjustable EN3-6 Door Closer
Fitted within the top of the door leaf the ITS96FL is the ideal
solution where a concealed free swing door closer is the
preferred option.

Suitable for door widths up to 1250mm

Suitable for fitting door mounted pull side and frame
mounted pull and push side.

Progressive free swing (on initial opening door becomes free 
swinging from whatever angle it is opened, user does not have 
to open the door to a specific angle to engage free swing)

180 degree opening and closing (Class 4)

Concealed Fixings 

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in timber
or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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TS99FL Free Swing Power Adjustable EN2-5 Door Closer
Geared rack and pinion mechanism with slide arm that provides fitting option to push side of the door.

Suitable for door widths up to 1400mm

Progressive free swing (on initial opening door becomes free 
swinging from whatever angle it is opened, user does not have 
to open the door to a specific angle to engage free swing)

Highly efficient cam action mechanism and adjustable power 
ensure ease of use when unit has been deactivated by alarm
or power failure.

Concealed Fitting  

Certifire Certificated CF140 for timber fire doors in timber
frames for up to 60 minutes (54mm thick doors only)
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Free Swing but No Fire Alarm

RMZ Smoke Sensor

The TS97FL, ITS96FL, TS99FL, and TS73EMF can still be used where
there is no fire alarm present within the building or where the units
cannot be linked to the existing alarm.

The RMZ is a frame mounted smoke 
detector and power supply unit for the 
FL units.

The RMZ is mains connected (230vac) 
and powers the door closer (24vDC) 
with the option to wire in an additional 
RM-N smoke detector on both sides of 
the door.

Rack and pinon door closer with traditional scissor arm and free swing function.

Suitable for door widths up to 1400mm
(specify EN4, EN5 or EN6)

Suitable for fitting door mounted pull side
and frame mounted push side.
(as these are scissor arm door closers units
should only be fitted within the dwelling to
avoid abuse/tampering of the arm)
180’ opening and closing (Class 4)

Certifire Certificated CF117 for timber
fire doors in timber or composite frames
for up to 120 minutes
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TS73EMF Free Swing Fixed Power EN4 Door Closer
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TS97FRL-K Free Swing Closer

RM-N

RM-N

230 V AC

TS 97 XEAFLR-K

C230 VA
±10 %

RMZ

ITS 96 FL G 96

RM-N

RM-N

230 V AC

RMZ XEA
RM-N

RM-N

TS 97 FL XEA

230 V AC

RMZ

TS 99 FL

RM-N

RM-N

The TS97 FLR-K is the TS97FL with integral power supply, 
control unit and smoke sensor located within the slide 
channel itself.  As with the RMZ there is the option to wire
in an additional RM-N smoke detector on both sides of 
the door.
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Suitable for door widths up to 1400mm

Suitable for door mounting pull side

Progressive free swing (on initial opening door
becomes free swinging from whatever angle it
is opened, user does not have to open the door
to a specific angle to engage free swing)

Highly efficient cam action mechanism and
adjustable power ensure ease of use when
unit has been deactivated by alarm or
power failure

Concealed Fixings
  
Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in 
timber or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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TS99FLR-K
Closer mechanism is door mounted on the pull side with the channel containing the  integral power supply and
smoke sensor fitted to the frame.

Suitable for door widths up to 1250mm

Suitable for door mounting pull side

Progressive free swing (on initial opening door
becomes free swinging from whatever angle it
is opened, user does not have to open the door
to a specific angle to engage free swing)

Concealed Fixings  

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors
in timber or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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TS99FLR and TS99FLR-K
The TS99 FLR and FLR-K is the TS99FL with integral power supply, control unit and smoke sensor located within the closer
body (FLR) or slide channel (FLR-K). As with the RMZ there is the option to wire in and additional RM-N smoke detector
both sides of the door.
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TS99FLR
Closer mechanism is frame mounted on the pull side with the channel
fitted to the door leaf providing minimal projection off the door face

Suitable for door widths up to 1250mm

Suitable for frame mounting pull side
Progressive free swing (on initial opening door
becomes free swinging from whatever angle it
is opened, user does not have to open the door
to a specific angle to engage free swing)

Concealed Fixings  

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire in timber
or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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ED100LE EN2-4 Low Energy Operator
The ED100 Low Energy Door Operator provides automatic opening and closing for users where operation of a free
swing closer proves difficult or where automated operation is required even in the event of a power failure/fire alarm 
situation. Normally in a fire situation power may be cut, however the ED100 has the option of a battery back up which 
ensures the user can still activate the door if required.

The ED100 can be activated by a number of means, this includes any access control system used for entering the
premises, remote control or push pads internally. The operator will also power and activate the locking system when 
activated.

Suitable for door widths up to 1110mm and 100Kg

Suitable for frame mounting on pull and push side.

Certifire Certificated CF844 for timber fire doors in timber frames for up to 120 minutes
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Communal Doors
Communal doors are subjected to much higher and sometimes more robust usage especially
if users find such doors difficult to operate. Ensuring ease of operation will reduce potential
damage to the doorsets. In addition to ease of operation a ‘thinking backcheck’ will provide
additional protection to the doorset. Thinking backcheck decelerates and restrains the door
when thrown open or caught by a gust of wind, this prevents damage to the door leaf or
adjacent wall. Under normal operation the backcheck will not engage enabling full and
unhindered opening of the door leaf, critical in terms of clear opening width under BS8300.

Delayed action can also provide ease of use, here the door, when opened to around 75 degrees 
will delay before closing allowing ease of access for users especially for those with disabilities or 
parents with prams/pushchairs etc.

Slide arm door closers with concealed fixings also provide a solution to potential abuse or
vandalism, this applies to standard door closers or those with electro-magnetic hold open.

Holding doors open for them to close only on a fire alarm or with a power failure (fail safe) is
the best way to ensure ease of access within a building.
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CAM ACTION DOOR CLOSERS

Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 767mm

New 
improved

performance

Product TS93                Size EN2-5
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 783mm

Product TS97                Size EN2-4
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Typical Door Sizes (mm)
   826         850          875         900         926

Minimum achievable door width at EN3 = 733mm

New 
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Product TS92                Size EN2-4
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TS93 Cam Action Power Adjustable EN2-5 Door Closer
TS93 is available as a B or G unit enabling fitting to the door leaf or the frame on the push or pull side.

Electro-Magnetic Hold Open

Suitable for door widths up to 1250mm

Suitable for door mounting push or pull side

Adjustable electro-magnetic hold-open up to
140 degrees

Adjustable Thinking Backcheck

Concealed Fixings

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in
timber or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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The TS93 Cam Action door closer is available with G-EMF hold open slide arm and channel, thus providing all the features
of the standard TS93 but with electro-magnetic hold open.

Suitable for door widths up to 1250mm

Suitable for door or frame mounting
push or pull side

Door Closer, when fitted at EN3
(minimum for a fire door under
BS EN1154) will exert an opening
force of 30N or less on doors
767mm and above.

Adjustable Thinking Backcheck

Adjustable Delayed Action

Concealed Fixings  

Certifire Certificated CF119 for
timber fire doors in timber or
composite frames for up to
120 minutes
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The RMZ is a frame mounted smoke detector and power supply unit for
the EMF unit.

The RMZ is mains connected (230vac) and powers the door closer (24vDC)
with the option to wire in an additional RM-N smoke detector on both sides
of the door.

TS93 is available as a B or G unit enabling fitting to the door leaf or the frame on the push or pull side.

TS93 EMR
The TS93 Cam Action door closer is available with G-EMR integral power supply, smoke sensor and electro-magnetic hold
open located in the slide channel, it is simply mains powered and as with the RMZ additional smoke sensors can be wired in.

Suitable for door widths up to 1250mm

Suitable for door mounting push or pull side

Adjustable electro-magnetic hold-open up to 140 degrees

Adjustable Thinking Backcheck

Concealed Fixings

Certifire Certificated CF119 for timber fire doors in timber
or composite frames for up to 120 minutes
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Electro-magnetic hold open but
No Fire Alarm

RMZ Smoke Sensor
The TS93 EMF can still be used where there is no fire alarm present within the
building or where the units cannot be linked to the existing alarm.

The TS93 Cam Action door closer is available with G-EMF hold open slide arm and channel, thus providing all the features
of the standard TS93 but with electro-magnetic hold open.

230 V ACRMZG 93 EMF

TS 93

RM-N

RM-N

Door width min. 950 mm
( ) = TS 93 5–7
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Electronic Access & Data

Lodging Systems

Door Hardware

Interior Glass Systems Entrance Systems

Safe Locks

Services

Mechanical Key Systems

Systems that enable access rights and key
control to all rooms within the premises

Solutions for residential or
commercial projects

Automated access solutions for
convenient access to buildings

Security locks for preventing unauthorized 
access to goods, valuables, information
or hazardous substances

Tailor-made services and customized
maintenance for long-term functional
integrity of access and security solutions

System solutions made from glass
for a wide range of everyday and

Hotel locks and locking systems as well as
access management solutions for holiday
homes

Electronic access control and workforce

management, security and data collection

Our products

www.dormakaba.co.uk
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